Kedarkantha Trek
Rs.8,500 + GST
(Kathmandu to Kathmandu)
(December, January, February, March)

Overview
Region :- Uttarakhand (Sankri To Sankri)
Duration :- 5 Days
Grade :- Moderate
Max Altitude :- 12,500 Ft.
DETAILED ITINERARY :
Day 1 : Arrival in Sankri (6400 FT)

Arrive in Sankri, which is the starting point of the trek. The distance from
Dehradun to Sankri is about 200 kms and it takes about 8 hours of drive.
Cab services are frequent and readily available from Dehradoon (around
5,500 INR). Transport can be organised from our side by 7:00 AM from
Dehradoon Railway station for Sankri, but charges should be shared by all
the members.
Sankri is a beautiful village in the Uttarkashi district. The entire trek route is
very scenic and mesmerizing, with especially the last part in which we pass
through Govind life sanctuary is mesmerising.

Day 2: Sankri to Juda Ka Taal (9000 FT, 5 Kms trek)
Start early after breakfast for the next campsite Juda Ka Taal from
Sankri. The trek distance is just 5 Kms and is easy all the way till Juda Ka
Taal campsite. Spot woodpecker on the way as they are pretty common in
the region. Encounter a larger green meadow on the way, which is generally
used as lunch point for the trekkers. Swargarohini peak can be seen from
here. The trek is easy with full of amazing views. Overnight stay at Juda Ka
Taal.

Day 3: Juda ka Taal to Kedarkantha Base Camp (11,200 FT, 4
Kms trek)
The trek from Juda Ka Taal campsite to Kedarkantha base camp is short but
starts early to suit against the snow conditions. It takes around 2-3 hours to
reach Kedarkantha base camp. At night, the snow-clad mountain peaks
shine bright as the moon, and we will clearly see Kedarkantha from the
campsite. Sleep early to get ready for the early summit push for the peak.

Day 4: Kedarkantha Base Camp – Kedarkantha (12,500 FT) –
Hargaon (8,450 FT, 6 Kms trek)
Start the day early with a wake up call at 2:30 AM for the summit push.
The trek is strenuous as it gets steep at few points.
The trek commences at 4 AM with head torches at a slow moving pace
towards the summit. The way light comes and what happens in the sky is

amazing, a variety of colours you will see in the sky. The summit offers
some of the most spectacular views of Yamunotri and Gangotri Ranges. At
summit we will spend some time and return back to Hargaon campsite.
Day 5: Hargaon –Sankri ( 6 Kms trek)
The last day of the trek is easy with snow slopes to descend. It usually takes
around 3 hours to descend from Hargaon to Sankri.
Participants can go to Dehradun today. Cabs are frequent for Dehradun.
What to carry :
------------------- Woolen clothes,Woolen cap,Jackets/Wind-cheater.
 Socks(4 pairs).
 Thermal wear(1-2 pairs).
 Trekking shoes(should have ankle support, good grip and waterproof).
 Snow gloves.
 Sunglasses/goggles.
 Lunch box, water bottle, spoon.
 Sunscreen lotion.
 Personal medication.
 Raincoat.
 Torch and batteries.
Inclusions :
-------------- Accommodation : Stay is provided in 3 sharing tents separate for male
and female. Toilet tents are pitched at every campsite.
 Meals: All meals are included, except during bus travel. We provide
Veg/Jain food. Breakfast, lunch, Snacks and Dinner are included.
 Sleeping bag and sleeping mats.
 Rucksack: A 60 litre bag with rain cover is provided for using in
trekking. You can deposit your extra luggage with your bags at our
campsite.
 Gaiters: to protect shoes from snow.
 Trekking Stick: Wooden trekking stick is provided.
 Professional and Certified guides.
 Forest permission/camping charges.
 GST 5%.
 Personal Insurance.

Exclusion :
------------- Cost of Emergency
 Personal Porter Charges
 Bottled water.
 Any personal expense.

Instruction for participants :
------------------------------------- Separate stay for male and female.
 Smoking and drinking are strictly prohibited.
 Buying drugs or any illegal material is strictly prohibited, the

participant will be detained and handed over to government
authority.
 Instructions from Guide should be strictly followed.
Note : Participants need to bring the medical certificate from a certified
doctor for any respiratory disease and blood pressure.

For More Contact
Whatsapp: +91 9737 431737
Call: +91 8460 343631
Email: Info@go360.co.in
Website: www.go360.co.in

